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Part - I

i) Answer all the questions. ii) Choose the most appropriate answer from the given four alternatives and write the option code and the corresponding answer.

20 × 1 = 20

1) With a wider span, there will be _______ hierarchical levels
   a) more     b) less     c) multiple    d) Additional

2) Which is the first step in process of MBO
   a) Fixing key result area
   b) Appraisal of Activities
   c) Defining Organisational Objectives
   d) Matching resources with Activities

3) Participants in the capital market includes
   a) Individuals
   b) Corporate
   c) Financial institutions
   d) All of the above

4) Debt instruments are issued by corporate houses are raising short-term financial resources from the money market are called _______
   a) Treasury bills
   b) Certificate of deposits
   c) Commercial papers
   d) Government Securities

5) A ______ operator believes in increase in prices and a ______ operator believes in decrease in prices of Securities
   a) Bear, Bull
   b) Bull, Bear
   c) Bull, Stag
   d) Stag, Lameduck

6) The rules and guidelines of stock exchange is framed by _______
   a) RBI
   b) NSE
   c) SEBI
   d) Central Government

7) ______ enables small investors to participate in the investment in share capital of large companies.
   a) shares
   b) mutual funds
   c) Debentures
   d) Fixed deposits

8) Identify the test that acts as an instrument to discover the inherent ability of a candidate
   a) Aptitude Test
   b) Attitude test
   c) Physical test
   d) Proficiency test
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9) The bullion market is classified on the basis of
   a) regulated   b) Transaction   c) Commodities   d) Time
10) Consumer protection day is celebrated on
    a) April 15  b) March 15  c) August 15  d) September 15
11) ______ means permitting the private sector to setup industries which
    were previously reserved for public sector
    a) Liberalisation   b) Privatisation   c) Globalisation   d) Public enterprises
12) Which of the below is not a goods?
    a) Stock   b) Wages outstanding   c) Crops   d) Water
13) Which of the following is correct?
    1. A cheque can be drawn only on a particular banker
    2. Cheques are made in sets of three
    3. A cheque cannot be crossed
    4. No days of grace are allowed in the case of a cheque
    a) 1 and 2 only   b) 3 and 4 only
    c) 1 and 4 only   d) 1 and 3 only
14) Match the following
    1. Pure entrepreneur - i) Inspired by government concessions and subsidy
    2. Spontaneous entrepreneur - ii) Flower, Fish, honey
    3. Induced entrepreneur - iii) Psychological and economic motives
    4. Agricultural entrepreneur- iv) The inner urge and inborn traits
    Codes
    a) 1-ii, 2-iii, 3-i, 4-iv   b) 1-iii, 2-iv, 3-i, 4-ii
    c) 1-i, 2-ii, 3-iii, 4-iv   d) 1-iv, 2-iii, 3-ii, 4-i
15) ______ designed to transform India to a global design and manufacturing hub.
    a) Digital India   b) Make in India
    c) Startup India   d) Design India
16) Who can issue stock?
    a) Private company   b) Public company
    c) One person company   d) small companies
17) The companies Act 2013 prohibits the issue of shares at _____ to the public
   a) Premium  b) Par  c) Discount  d) Both at Par and premium

18) Which director need not hold qualifying shares
   a) Directors appointed by board of directors
   b) Directors appointed by Central government
   c) Directors appointed by Managing director
   d) Directors appointed by Share holders

19) What percentage of share holders needed to pass Special resolution?
   a) it must be Unanimous          b) Not less than 90%
   c) not less than 75%            d) not less than 50%

20) A statutory meeting should hold above _____ month but with in _____ months.
   a) 6, 15  b) 1, 6  c) 15, 18  d) 12, 15

Part - II

Answer any seven questions. Q.No.30 is compulsory:

21) What is management?
22) Bring out the meaning of MBE.
23) What is Capital Market?
24) Define Stock exchange?
25) Who is a Consumer?
26) What is Privatisation?
28) Who is an Intrapreneur?
29) Who is an alternative director?
30) Give any two impact of Globalisation.

Part - III

Answer any seven questions. Q.No.40 is compulsory:

31) Define the term Management?
32) Explain Stag and Lameduck.
33) State the steps in recruitment process.
34) What do you mean by marketing mix? Describe any two elements.
35) Distinguish between bill of exchange and Promissory note. (any three)
36) List out the Commercial functions of entrepreneur.
37) What do you understand by issue of securities of premium?
38) Distinguish between entrepreneur and manager.
39) What are the objectives of Social marketing.
40) A chennai based company sends its manager to delhi for training. What kind of training it is? Explain.

Part - IV

Answer all the questions:–

41) a) Differentiate Management from Administration.
     b) What are functions of Financial market.
42) a) Describe the significance of Human resource management (any five)
     [or]
     b) Discuss the significance of understanding business environment.
43) a) Explain the benefits of stock exchange to the Community and company.
     [or]
     b) Explain the principles of placement.
44) a) Explain the role of business in consumer protection. [or]
     b) Distinguish between Sale and agreement to sell.
45) a) Mention the presumptions of Negotiable instrument. [or]
     b) Explain in detail the promotional functions of entrepreneur. (any five)
46) a) Distinguish between new issue market and secondary market. [or]
     b) Brief any five types of directors.
47) a) Write short notes on
     i) Ordinary resolution
     ii) Special resolution
     iii) resolution requiring special notice
     b) State the powers of the director.
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